Teen Newsletter Early Winter 2021
Ember in the Ashes Book Review
by Tessa Krzyzanowski, 16

PLOT
Ember in the Ashes by Sabaa Tahir tells the
story of Elias Veturius and Laia of Serra, a
young man and woman living in the Martial
Empire living two very different lives, but
each one full of great danger and magic.

Review
This book is so good, and the series has easily become one of
my favorites! The world is heavily based on the Roman Empire, but it also has a lot of Sabaa Tahir’s creative-world
building in it, and the way it is woven into the story feels so
natural and it’s super interesting. The characters are threedimensional and have their strengths and weaknesses. The
struggles and dangers the characters must face feel real and

Elias trains to become one of the Empire’s most ruthless warri-

you get very invested in reading this book to see if they pre-

ors, a Mask, at Blackcliff Academy under his cruel mother the

vail or not. It has cool plot twists, and just really keeps you on

commandant, but secretly he hates it and wishes to escape.

the edge of your seat. I would recommend this book to anyone

Then when the emperor dies, he and a handful of other stu-

who likes dark fantasy and is around 15 or older. The politics

dents at Blackcliff are thrown into a series of challenges de-

of this world are heavily discussed and focused on in this se-

signed to destroy them. The two who survive will become the

ries, and I personally feel that the story would be really lack-

new Emperor and Bloodshrike, the emperor’s right hand man.

ing without this, but if you don’t like that this might not be the

The challenges will test Elias like he has never been tested

series for you. However, I do think you should at least pick up

before, they will try to rip his humanity from him, but could

this book and just try out a couple pages, just to see if you get

this be his chance of escaping the empire he never wanted to

sucked into this world like I did.

be part of?
Laia of Serra is part of a group known as the Scholars, long
ago the Scholars were conquered by the Martial Empire. Laia

lives with her grandparents and older brother Darin. Her parents were leaders of a group of Scholar rebels, but they were
executed. Now, Laia finds out that her older brother has a secret. He has been learning how to make Serric steel, the mate-

Everlost Book Review

rial the weapons of the Martials are made of and one thing that

by Brennan Powell, 13

makes them virtually unconquerable. When the Empire catch-

Review

es wind of this, Laia’s grandparents are killed and Darin is ar-

Everlost by Neal Shusterman. It was a good read, but de-

rested. Darin tells Laia to run, and she listens. Laia of Serra

signed for a certain type of reader. It was a little slow, but was

begins a quest to find her brother and ends up becoming a

still fun to read and definitely worth reading! You get stuck in

slave at Blackcliff Academy. Now her fate and her story will

it and get exited to read it some more! That’s it!

become twisted with Elias’s.
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The Glass Sword
By Robert Brown, 16

The Glass Sword is the second installment in
Victoria Aveyard’s Red Queen book series.
The Glass Sword follows Mare Barrow
through her adventures in her futuristic dystopian world. If you’re not familiar with
Mare and her world, she lives in a future where society is split
into red bloods and silver bloods. People gifted with silver
blood can wield fantastic powers such as super speed and fire
control. On the other hand, red blooded people have no such
powers and are widely discriminated due to that fact. Mare
grew up with red blood in a red community, but in a twist of
fate she realizes that she too has powers. Her powers thrust
her into a wild plot, and if you haven’t read the first book it is
a must read.

Teen Trivia Night at Mendon Public Library
Wednesday, January 12, 7-8 pm
The Teen Advisory Board of Mendon Public Library invites
Middle and High School Students to Teen Trivia Night at the
Library. Bring your knowledge of Harry Potter and get ready
to have some fun!
Trivia will run from 7 - 8 pm and goody bags will be distributed to all who attend. Register at https://mendonlibrary.org/
programs/ or call 624-6067 to reserve your spot.

The Glass Sword follows Mare on her quest to find others of
her kind, people with red blood who exhibit silver-like powers. We first see Mare as her and her friends are desperately
fleeing the evil king Maven’s wrath. After barely escaping his
army on a submarine, they join a group of soldiers from the
neighboring country of Lakeland. These people are a group
that Mare interacts with throughout the book, as their large
forces but questionable ideologies make them a volatile asset
for Mare’s goals. This is shown when they throw one of
Mare’s friends in jail, an act that causes Mare to distrust the
Lakelanders. Mare fights many battles in this book, both with
the evil Red monarchy and internally as she questions her
morals.
This is an awesome book, and the action never stops coming.
There are a lot of unexpected twists, and unlike the first book
the audience learns a lot about the world that Mare lives in.
Mare develops and becomes a much more complex and loveable character. You will not be able to put this book down!
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